• I obtained the data from the publisher and extracted the time series of individual-level forecasts for each participant from 1993-2006. •Approximately 40-50 forecasters take part each month.
• Over 100 different forecasters participated over the period 1993-2006. •However, only 13 + 8 = 21 individual forecasters participated consistently over this period.
•Very unique data! This is first and only study to use individual-level data from the BCFF over the period 1993-2006. The BCFF are the only known survey data set with forecasts of the complete term structure of interest rates, including the funds rate and the macroeconomic variables that influence them.
Individual Time Series Data
Several recent academic papers use the BCFF data set:
Chun (2005), Kim and Orphanidies (2005) Chernov and Mueller (2007), Piazessi and Schneider (2008) , Orphanidies and Wei (2008) , Ichiue and Yuyama (2007) , Grishchenko and Huang (2008) Competing Clairvoyants
• Autoregressive models with rolling and recursive estimation windows, using 1, 2 and 3 lags.
• Vector Autoregressive models with rolling and recursive estimation windows, using 1, 2 and 3 lags.
• Dynamic Nelson and Siegel model of Diebold and
Li extended to all the above dynamics for the factors.
• Qrinkage versions of all the above models including the DL models, where we shrink the parameters either toward the random walk forecast or the long run mean.
Competing Econometricians Shrinking Univariate Forecasting Models AR(p)
Shrink estimated coefficients toward 0 using Qrinkage. hrink to α LRM + (1-α) RW
• Criteria-based Shrinkage or Qrinkage forecasts were developed by Peter Reinhard Hansen.
• In-sample models will tend to over-fit the data, leading to out-of-sample under-fit. • Peter's Working paper: "In-Sample and Out-of-Sample Fit:
Their Joint Distribution and its Implications for Model Selection" • Qrinkage adjusts for the in-sample over-fit in an optimal way, Hansen (2008).
Summary
•Futures contracts are the best for very short horizon forecasts of the federal funds rate.
•Individual survey forecasters do well at short horizon forecasts of short-medium maturity yields.
•Qrinkage version of Diebold-Li with VAR(3) dynamics does the best at long horizon forecasts of short-medium maturity yields.
•Surveys not great at forecasting long yields as Qrinkage AR2 models dominate.
•Individuals forecasters do the best at forecasting inflation.
• What about no-arbitrage forecasts? In my view, this is only a second order effect. Can one shrink the parameters for forecasting? • Explore forecast combinations using Qrinkage.
• Can we find an economically motivated loss function, by construction a bond portfolio as in work in progress by Carriero and Giacomini, or find some trading based criteria? • Why? Why do surveys do well in certain cases?
